
1 Modi, Xi call for speedy disengagement along
LAC

1 Chandrayaan rover has begun mobility
operations, says ISRO

1 BRICS decides to include six new members 

8 India’s G 20 opportunity for an African
Renaissance

9 Should the CJI be part of the committee
selecting the CEC?

10 India and the Northern Sea Route

12 Means used must be consistent with the ends
achieved: CJI on dissolution of Article 370

12 IAF looking to order another 90 LCA -MK1A
fighter jets 

13 Know your rover Pragyan

13 The eyes and ears of Pragyan that guide it
through lunar surface

13 'Fly me to the moon' seems to be global
ambition in 2023

14 To enhance IAF efficiency, govt. to buy
weapons locally

15 Modi seeks level playing field for smaller e- com
companies

15 'FTA talks in last lap, hard to set deadline'

15 Indian gaming firms hit by unfriendly govt.
policy: AIGF

II Ministry suspends order mandating doctors
prescribe only generic drugs

3 Xi and Modi agree to intensify  efforts for
expeditious disengagement along LAC

3 Rover takes walk on Moon, all systems normal,
activities on schedule, says ISRO

3 BRICS expands from 5 to 11, PM says this sends
message to all

10 Article 370: Due process was followed, Govt tells
SC

10 DAC approves procurement of weapons for
Navy choppers, e-warfare suites

10 'Breathing, sleeping Chandrayaan': ISRO
scientists recall toil behind success

12 Growth & the Tier 2 City

12 Uncharted Waters

14 With 7-MV solar power plant, Pune CME is
India's first carbon negative garrison

15 India's new car safety rating

15 An ISRO veteran speaks: What Chandrayaan-
3's success means for India

17 India, US may discuss procurements, critical
minerals supply, laptop import curbs on Aug 26

17 India-UK FTA talks in final stages, business
mobility on the table

17 IRDAI cuts capital for foreign reinsurance
branches for ₹50 cr

17 Russia must implement Black Sea Grain
deal to save millions: USTR

          "Learning is a process, not an end."             
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